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ABSTRACT 

Sindh is facing complex administrative crisis due to multiple factors 

including political instability, miss-management, corruption, favouritism, 
nepotism and strong feudalism. There is no consensus among the political 

parties on the way in which province is being governed. The aim of this paper is 
to explain the political crisis and to explore governance issues as an outcome of 

polarisation between the major political parties. Major source of political 

conflict between the ruling party and other coalition party is lack of agreement 

on the local government system. The first part of the paper deals with the 

changes introduced in the local government system in 2001. The second and 
third parts of this study deal with stacks of rural elites and urban elites 

respectively.  
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INTRODUCTION 

The problem of bad-governance started with the replacement of the 

commissioner system by local government system in 2001. The bill 

(restoration of an old commissioner system) was moved in Sindh Assembly 

and passed in July 2011 by Pakistan People’s Party (PPP). Mutaheda Qaumi 

Movement (MQM) separated from its coalition partner. The ruling party 

which created to huge problems especially law and order in Karachi. For 

normalizing the law and order situation heavy forces of police and rangers 

were deployed in the city. Initially, Awami National Party (ANP) and Jamiat-

i-Islami (JI) were targets of terrorists because they had supported the ruling 

party for passing bill form Sindh Assembly against the Local Government 

Ordinance.  Thereafter, it turned into ethnic conflict between Pathans (ANP) 

and Muhajars (MQM) that caused war like situation in Karachi. The target 

killings continued till August, 2011; when leaders of two main parties met at 

Governor House Karachi to settle the issues.  

 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT SYSTEM 

Karachi is the capital of Sindh that is why it has a great influence over 

the political atmosphere of the province. Therefore, chaos in Karachi was the 
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result of a greater administrative crisis that has engulfed the province of 

Sindh. There is difference of opinion between rural political elite who are 

supporting the old commissioner system and the urban political elite support 

the local government system. The political parties which are mainly active 

either supporting the system or opposing it are Pakistan People’s party (PPP), 

Awami National Party (ANP), Jeay Sindh Mahaz (JSM), Jeay Sindh Qaumi 

Mahaz (JSQM), Jeay Sindh Tarki Pasand Party (JSTPP), Jeay Sindh Mahaz 

(JSM-Shafi Burfat Group), Jamiat-i-Islami (JI) and Mutaheda Qaumi 

Movement (MQM). The lack of consensus and sincerity among these parties 

has further deteriorated the administrative set-up in Sindh. Furthermore, 

arbitrary transfers of the bureaucracy on the political grounds have profound 

contribution into the crisis.  

Local Government Ordinance 2000 was introduced in order to 

minimize the powers of a deputy commissioner and a superintendent of 

police who ran state as a lord. This was considered to be a silent revolution 

while decentralizing the power from bureaucracy to local elected people 

(Pervez Musharraf, 2006:172.). The local government ordinance was 

promulgated on 14 August 2001 under which the nazim was elected as head 

of the district with powers of over-all control on the district bureaucracy 

(Ilhan Niaz, 2010:125). Basic democracy (BD) was similar sort of system 

which was introduced by Ayub Khan in 1960s. Similar to the BD, the 

objective of LGO was to decentralize power and democracy at the grass root 

level in order to empower common people (Local Self Government, 2001). 

Under the Local Government Ordinance Election was held on non-party 

basis. Therefore, panels were formed by political parties for example: Awami 

Dost panel (PPP) and Khushal Pakistan (PML-Q). Ironically, all Nazims 

elected under the Local Government Election of 2001 were the traditional 

power wielders, wadera (feudal) in case of Sindh. For instance, Nazim of 

Nawabshah was Faryal Talpur (MNA) sister of the Former President and Co-

Chairman of the PPP Asif Ali Zardari. Nazim of Hydreabad was Makhdoom 

Rafique-uz-Zaman brother of Makhdoom Muhammad Amin Faheem 

renowned Sindhi landlord politician and core member of the PPP. Nazim of 

Khairpur was Syed Nafisa Shah (MNA) daughter of the present Chief 

Minister Sindh, Syed Qaim Ali Shah. Nazim of Dadu was son of Liaquat Ali 

Jaoti, Ex-Minister of Water and Power, and Nazim of Ghotki was Ali Gohar 

Mahar. However, this picture shows the decentralization of wadera power at 

grass-root level. These all enjoyed the power as District Nazims and many 

taluka Nazims were also Wedaras (Aijaz Mahar, 2001). 

The Sindh Local Government ordinance was promulgated on 26th 

August, 2001 (Local Self Government Ordinance, 2001).  Under this 

ordinance District Coordination Officer (DCO) replaced the deputy 

commissioner and Nazim became the administrative head of a district, which 
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is why grass root level system was in chaos and confusion (Ilhan Niaz, 

2010:125). The objective of LGO was to decentralize the political, 

administrative and financial powers to the district, taluka and Union Council 

level in order to make sure the effective delivery of services, transparency 

and participation of common people in decision making while 

institutionalized it at gross root level (Local Self Government Ordinance, 

2001).   

Administratively Sindh was divided into Union Council, Taluka 

(Tahsil), Town, Districts and City districts were formed (Ibid). The roles and 

responsibilities of Nazims were to visualize  direct district wise development 

to make strategies for the projects, maintain law and order, decentralize 

district government, present proposals to the Zila (district)Council, look after 

the delivery and services, maintain financial and administrative disciplines in 

the District Government. Present tax proposals in the districts, and manage 

the relief activity (Figure-1).  

 
FIGURE-1: RESPONSIBILITIES OF ZILLA (DISTRICT) NAZIM 

 
Source: Local Government Ordinance, 2001 

 
Moreover, Nazim had to inspect Taluka, municipal, town and union 

council administration, supervise the working of internal audit office and 

issue executive orders to the District Coordination Officer (DCO) and 

Executive District Officer (EDO) (Ibid).  
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DCO was a new officer of Grade 20 created to replace the DC.  All the 

DCOs were from the district management group (DMG) (Ilhan Niaz, 

2010:125) or provincial management groups. Under this system, DCO has to 

coordinate between the district officers, general supervision over the projects, 

assist the District Nazim; prepare reports on development projects/plans and 

give presentation on the annual budget of the district (Local Self Government 

Ordinance, 2001).  

The office of DCO decreased the power of the DMG. In the 

commissioner system DC had powers of collecting land revenue, magisterial, 

and police supervisory, though which politicians exercised powers in their 

constituencies (Ilhan Niaz, 2010:125). However, politicians had to look 

forward to DC because he had both powers of magistracy and authority over 

police that authority eroded from DMG under the local government 

ordinance. Hence, in Sind, Wadero himself became the executive head of the 

district while holding the office of Nazim which has proved to be the disaster 

for the rural Sindh (Ilhan Niaz, 2010:125).  

 
STRENGTHENING FEUDAL SYSTEM 

Theoretically, LGO scheme was good in its objective and agenda; but 

practically it was designed for the army-friendly families. No doubt funds 

were distributed at the taluka and union council level but there were 

evidences of rampant corruption and miss-management in the funds. Hence, 

People and rural political elite of Sindh are opposing the local government 

system because there are two groups of rural political elite. One who were 

part of the LGO scheme and got benefits form it another group who were not 

a part of the scheme and could not get benefit from it. Consequently, those 

who fall in the second category were opposing it. Besides the conflict of 

Waderas with each other on the LGO scheme there also a believes in 

common people of rural Sindh that this scheme has strengthened either the 

existing old Wadera families or emerged new Wadera class owing to 

corruption and miss-management of funds. The fact is that prior to the 

scheme Wadera culture of Sindh was dying down in natural process because 

their land had been distributed among their children and grandchildren. 

Therefore, they were not as much influential anymore as supposed to be in 

the past (Ibid).  

Under the LG scheme broad level administrative changes had taken 

place merely on political grounds. Instantly, new district were formed by 

virtue of strengthening the Wadera and certain political parties. For example: 

Karachi, Hyderabad City, Nawabshah taluka, Mirpurkhas taluka and Sukkur 

taulka Nazims belong to MQM (Altaf Rahemo).  Remaining zilla and taluka 

nazims were from the king’s party that PML-Q (Ibid). The classical example 

of favouring waderas is Qambar at Shadadkot newly declared district where 
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many people were killed in the dispute related to the nomination of its head 

quarter. After making new district it was handed over to Nawab Shabbir 

Ahmed Chandio who left PPP to join the then kings party PML(Q) and 

became district nazim. Similarly, Kashmore at Kandhkot was formed for 

Saleem Jan Mazari who became its district nazim.  Hyderabad was divided 

into four districts in order to strengthen MQM which had great alliance with 

the ruling party, otherwise it was impossible to elect nazim of MQM from 

undivided Hyderabad. When Hyderabad was not divided its district nazim 

was Makhdoom Amin Faheem’s brother Makhdoom Rafiq-uz-Zaman.   

Besides districts new talukas were formed like Dokri was divided and 

new taluka Bakrani came into existence formerly which was town of Altaf 

Unar Ex-Minister without ministry (Aijaz Mahar).  The majority of Nazims 

were waderas who were not well educated (Ilhan Niaz, 2010:126). Some of 

them had never been to school after middle (8th grade). There is culture in 

Sindh that wadera has not to appear for examination, it is responsibility of 

their servants or managers to arrange person who appear in the examination 

in their name that can be impersonation. Consequently, Nazims were 

incompetent and unable to deliver the services. During the natural calamities 

either flood or any other, Nazims have to make sure service delivery to the 

community of the district but they were disastrously failed. Needless to say 

they ask help from NGOs to provide them shelter and food. Further they 

were trying to provide facilities to their voters and relatives. They did not 

consider it their responsibility to work for other community except their voter 

that had become norm in the politics of Sindh.  

The classical example of corruption and making wealth is Ali Gohar 

Mahar District Nazim of Ghotki who grabbed thousands of acres government 

land and got them registered from the revenue department to his name. When 

Reni Canal was dug from there he claimed that land as land of archer land 

and got claim on it from government. Meanwhile gas and petrol found from 

there for that he is taking royalty on it from the government; ultimately this 

case of corruption and grabbing land is under investigation by FIA. 

Similarly, thousands acres of land in Khairpur district on Nara canal is under 

seize of Pir Pagaro and his murids (followers) that land has been utilized for 

hunting purposes (Aijaz Mahar). 

In LGO Police directly came under the jurisdiction of nazim who 

writes ACR of the District Police Officer (DPO); previously which was 

written by DC. In district there was the personal relationship between the 

nazim and the police head was fine otherwise coordination has been broken 

down (Ilhan Niaz, 2010:201). The nazim often seeks favour from the police 

and exercise his power against their opponent for personal gains. In the 

district it was difficult for an ordinary citizen to register FIR against any 

crime without kick back or support of ruling political party. It has been 
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reported people rushed to court and get FIR registered from the Session 

Court according to CRPC 22A (Bar Act 1898, 2011:11) 22B (Ibid.). Judge 

gives direction to register FIR. What happens is that SHO registers FIR 

owing to courts direction but practically after getting kick back from the 

party he disposes it off either in B class or C class that ultimately gives 

benefit to the criminal (Daily Kawish, December 10, 2011). Under local 

government system in Sindh, dharel12(dacoits)culture was deliberately 

promoted in order to victimize opponents and whosoever stood against 

wadera. Dharel culture is kind a force of wadera who can use them 

whenever he wants. Police and wadera was the great supporter of dharel, 

they were the people who provided shelter and weapons to them. Both police 

and wadera make money while taking bhata from them.  

In the commissioner system price control and magistracy powers 

resides in the hands of deputy commissioner (Ilhan Niaz, 2010:126). It was 

bit better in that System because Mukhtiarkar/tahsildar (first class 

magistrate) or deputy commissioner visited market and in order to check the 

prices of commodities. During the LGO price control became lax because 

everyone had approach to the city nazim through chamber of commerce and 

trade etc. (Altaf Rahemo). Furthermore, many Nazims had their own business 

for example Qurban Abbasi taluka nazim of Larkana was a businessman. 

Encroachment and price hike was very common phenomenon during the 

local government system. It was time for the emergence of business mafia 

who established their hegemony in the markets (Ibid). Some-how it had 

created open grounds for the business community to sell things on their own 

rates. It had caused misery in the rural Sindh.  

Under the Local Government Scheme, Judicial Magistrate exercised 

magistracy powers. Before the LGO magistracy powers lay in the office of 

deputy commissioner. Judicial magistrate deals with cases of 13D, gives 

remand and price control that was basically jurisdiction of the deputy 

commissioner. While appearing before judicial magistrate one needs to seek 

help of lawyer and pay him fees that is minimum 5000. During commissioner 

system, one had to appear before mukhtiarkar or sub-divisional magistrate 

(SDM) without the help of lawyer. In the court of magistrate cases linger on 

and it takes long time unlike commissioner system. In other words appearing 

at the court of judicial magistrate is very complicated, complex and panic for 

the poor people. 

In the commissioner system, revenue collection was prime 

responsibility of mukhtiarkar to make sure dhal (tax on agriculture) which 

                                                 
12 Dharel kidnap people for ransom and these groups are backed by feudal and police. 

Police and feudal provide them weapons and shelter. They always live in kacha area 

where forest is on the bank of IndusRiver.  
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was collected twice in a year from the land owners who possess land more 

than ten acre (Ibid). Small land owners who had land up to ten acre were 

exempted from it. During local government scheme almost all Nazims were 

land owners therefore, they did not pay dhal at all. Thus, it was collected 

from the small land owners. Ironically, all the forest land was grabbed by 

waders who cut trees and occupied government plots. For example when 

Shafqat Unar was taluka Dokri Nazim he burned all the revenue record of 

taluka office and got new record for grabbing land (Ibid).  

Initially, local government system appeared to be an opportunity for 

the feudal system that was dying out. However, the MQM factor changed the 

dynamics of local governance in Sindh.  

 
MQM FACTOR: SUPPORT OF URBAN POLITICAL ELITES TO LOCAL 

GOVERNMENT SYSTEM 

The election of the local government scheme had taken place in 2001 

and MQM boycotted it. Consequently, Nazims were from PPP, PML (N) and 

JI. In second term MQM participated and got seat of city nazim Karachi. 

However, five districts of Karachi were merged into city government. 

Though, Karachi is multi-ethnic city where Pathan, Baloch, Sindhi, Punjabi, 

Bangali and Kashmiri are residing, The Mohajars through MQM became the 

sole powerful community in Karachi by virtue of city nazim which is the 

most powerful post. The population of Karachi was over 9.8 million 

(http://www.census.gov.pk/MajorCities.htm) in five districts which were 

merged into city government. On the contrary Hyderabad had population 1.1 

million (Ibid); it was divided into four districts. The division of Hyderabad 

was made on the grounds of population; whereas this principle was not 

applied to Karachi.  

In fact Karachi and Hyderabad are big cites of Sindh and important 

economically and politically. Therefore, it was perceived that Sindh came 

directly under MQM power.  

When, MQM became successful in getting city nazim Karachi and 

Nazims in the other cities of the province, it started to open its political units 

all over the province in other words it had started its outreach from urban 

areas of Sindh to rural area of Sindh. By and large it was successful in its 

agenda. It had opened its unit offices and sub offices in the old   Municipality 

offices (Altaf Rahemo). MQM got municipality offices on lease and opened 

its units which increased the outreach of MQM from Karachi to Kashmore, 

that is, all over Sindh (Ibid). However, its outreach was indigestible for the 

indigenous Sindhi people and wadera especially who belonged to PPP.  

Since, power of MQM was increasing in political, economic, and 

social terms; Sindhis had great apprehension regarding its penetration to the 

interior Sindh. Poverty in rural Sindh created ground for MQM. Owing to 

http://www.census.gov.pk/MajorCities.htm
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drastic changes in the interior Sindh due to climate changes that caused 

floods, draughts and very poor situation of law and order, poverty had 

increased. Interior Sindh has an agrarian based economy. These climatic and 

social changes caused insecurity for the rural Sindhis. Therefore, they rushed 

to Karachi in search of jobs for better future; while staying in Karachi, Sindhi 

feel more insecure and alien to their own city which is capital of Sindh due to 

the immense power and hold of MQM in every walk of life. They felt the 

compulsion to join MQM in order to get job and survive in Karachi, many 

Sindhis who went to Karachi for the better future, however, becoming a 

member of MQM to be considered high treason in rural Sindh. Furthermore, 

MQM started to create counter weight against other parties especially PPP in 

interior Sindh, ANP and JI in Karachi. For example, Ali Ahmed Brohi from 

Larkana who was from lower middle class became senator on the ticket of 

MQM. Now he is wadero and well-known figure of his area.  Many 

notorious lower middle class people joined the party who were involved in 

qabzageri (land-grabbing) and batakhori/gunda tax from the business 

communities like Shaikh, Memon and Hindus.   

Sindhi wadera is against Local Government System because he is 

losing his influence owing to emergence of neo-feudal class. Middle and 

lower middle class is against LGO by virtue of insecurity of rising hegemony 

of certain groups. Nationalists groups are against it because they believe that 

LGO scheme only serve the interest of MQM and waderas therefore this 

system should be changed. During the local government many nationalist 

were sent behind the bar. For example, MQM workers attacked on Bashir 

Qureshi Chairman of Jeay Sindh Qaumi Mahaz (JSQM). Sindhi believe that 

LGO scheme was directly proportional to the power of MQM (Altaf 

Rahemo).  

Therefore, not merely rural political elite was opposing the local 

government scheme but urban political elite also opposed it except MQM. 

ANP and JI which have power base in urban Sindh were strongly opposing 

the local government scheme. It had damaged and discouraged Pathan, 

Sindhi, Baloch, and Punjabi in Karachi. The existing system was 

commissioner in Sindh, which was not in completely in its previous shape 

because magistracy power had not given to them.  

 
VIEWS OF SINDHI NATIONALISTS  

Sindhi nationalist politics is issue oriented. When they observed that 

the local government system could not serve their interests at large, they tried 

to mobilize and sensitize the Sindhi masses against the scheme. Though 

nationalists have no vote-bank as such,   they still have street power while 

mobilizing the masses. Nationalists also became the victims of the Local 
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Government Scheme hence strived hard to restore the commissioner system 

in the province.  

 
SINDHI MEDIA AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT SYSTEM   

In the rural Sindh role of Sindhi media was very appalling. It served 

the interests of Wadera and influential persons. Journalists at rural Sindh 

were nonprofessional and not well educated. Therefore, they had emerged as 

a mafia while black mailing police and other officers. Local newspapers and 

media channels do not pay salary to their journalist. Hence, they merely 

depend upon the mercy of Wadera and influential persons in order to get tip 

for their work. While anyone who approaches the journalist for casting news 

after collecting report they make call to the Wadera or Nazim and tell him 

that there was news against you we would not publishing it which was a 

great proof of  their allegiance to him. Sindhi media was protecting and 

serving the interests of Wadera in Sindh for example topi day that was 

initiate by Ali Kazi who is owner of the one leading Sindhi newspaper Daily 

Kawish and TV channel KTN. He is a relative of Ex-Speaker of National 

Assembly, Fahmida Mirza and ambitious to be Chief Minister of Sindh. The 

common trend in the rural Sindh is preferably people watch Sindhi channels 

and read Sindhi newspapers. All newspapers and channels are owned by 

wadera who always project their interest. Hence, majority of the channels 

were opposing the local government scheme because they knew that this 

system is not in favour of them. 

 
CIVIL SOCIETY AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT SYSTEM   

Local Government failed to receive popular support in the rural Sindh. 

Ironically, during the local government system all appointments were not 

made on merit. Mostly appointments were held either on kick back or on 

favouritism basis. Many new schools were opened in the rural Sindh, which 

became Autaq (Guest House) of Wadera. Wadera voluntarily offered their 

land for the school because of not in the favour of   villagers but for the sake 

of their own interest. Ultimately, these schools became ghost schools, which 

are present in the out-number at the rural Sindh even today. The 

appointments of the teachers were merely based on the services of a person 

as Kamdar (manager) of Wadera therefore, educated youth was ignored. 

Consequently, educated youth had not been supporting the local government 

system (Aijaz Mahar). 
 

CONCLUSION 

The Devolution of Power Plan was introduced by the military regimes. 

Nevertheless, it is believed that military intervention in politics has always 

de-stabilized state institutions. The critics also suggest that the military 

regime under Pervez Musharraf further strengthened the power base for 
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MQM in the urban areas of Sindh and promoted feudalism in rural Sindh.  It 

further weakened the state administration, for example: Karachi, which was 

comprised of five districts and multi-linguistic ethnic groups, were handed 

over to DCO and District Nazim. It was very difficult to control and address 

the problems of big city by DCO and the City Nazim. While in the interior 

Sindh division of districts created misgivings among the people of Sindh. 

Even urban Sindhi’s were also confused to vote.  Urban and rural division 

had created more rifts between both ethnic groups in Sindh. 

The Local Government system interfered with the dynamics of local 

politics in Sindh. Not only it empowered the landlord, built also introduced a 

new factor of MQM into local political milieu. Thus, there was a clash of 

political interests. This conflict escalated so much that Sindh came to be 

ruled by two administrative systems. The Local Governance in Sindh has 

become messed up due to repeated experiments in administration. There is a 

need to look into the power dynamics of Sind, reduce the rural urban divide 

and enforce a uniform administrative system that would ensure effective 

service delivery and maintenance of law and order.  
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